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New York, June 23 .-France, the
ninth nation to succumb to Germany in little more than two years,
was brought to her knees within
thirty-nine days, beginning with the
invasion of the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg . The Netherlands capitulated in four days and
Belgium gave up the struggle fourteen days later, on May 28, paving
the way for the final defeat of the
Allied armies in Flanders and the
smashing, relentless German drive
on Paris and beyond . Luxembourg
had not offered resistance.
The Nazi offensive that culminated in France's surrender was
started on June 5, the day after the
Germans completed their mop-up of
Flanders with the capture of Dunkirk. Nine days later Chancellor
Hitler's legions marched into Paris
and unfurled the swastika over the
Eiffel Tower and the palace at Versailles .
Within another two days the Germans had outflanked the famed
Maginot Line and the French were
compelled to abandon the $500,000,000 system- of fortifications upon
which they had relied so much for
the defense of the country. The
withdrawal from the Maginot Line
was the beginning of the end of
French resistance.
Defensive War Fails .
What had been referred to humorously during the winter of inactivity as Germany's "Sitzkrieg" developed with the coming of operations in the West into a blitzkrieg
of totally unexpected speed and
proportions . The long-erected defensive warfare, with the Maginot
Line as the bulwark of the defense
on the part of France and Britain,
was shown to have been an illusion,
as the Germans, sweeping on with
terrific power and rapidity, made it
a war of lightning-like movement.
It was this type of warfare for
which the French had not prepared .
The overwhelming superiority of
the Germans in mechanized and
armored divisions, as well as in the
air, caught the French in a desperate position almost from the beginning, after the break-through of
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"Incredible Mistakes
on Sept . 28, after a terrific siege
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The position of the Allied armies
in Flanders became untenable when,
on May 28, -the Belgian Army surrendered to the Germkns on the
order of King Leopold and made
the encirclement of the Allied forces
appear inevitable . The next five days
supplied one of the tensest periods
of the fighting, for during this brief
time the Allied forces managed- to
execute their remarkable retreat
from Flanders by sea, with the aid
of British and French naval contingents and air forces.
On June 4, to the amazement of
the world, which had expected the
surrender of the entire Allied army,
Prime Minister Winston Churchill
was able to announce in the House
of Commons that 335,000 troops had
been extricated from Flanders by
way of Dunkirk .
To Paris and Beyond.
With the entire English Channel
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